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The peculiarities of high-resolution measurements in grazing-incidence diffraction~GID! are
studied, both theoretically and experimentally. It is shown that complete discrimination between
coherent reflection and diffuse scattering due to defects in GID requires a three-dimensional
mapping of reciprocal space. These measurements can be performed using a combination of
analyzer crystal and position-sensitive detector for angular analysis of scattered x-rays in mutually
perpendicular planes. The equations for the resolution function of GID experiments are given and
applied to the interpretation of GID measurements taken from an AlAs/GaAs superlattice. The
discrimination of diffuse scattering due to interfacial roughness in the superlattice is demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is commonly nowadays recognized that grazin
incidence x-ray diffraction~GID!1–4 is superior to conven-
tional x-ray diffraction techniques in the study of the crys
structure of thin surface layers. GID has been successf
applied to studies of surface treatment,5 oxidation6 and ion
implantation7–10of semiconductor wafers and to the analy
of strain relaxation in epitaxial layers1,11,12 and
multilayers.13,14The high brightness of third generation x-ra
synchrotron sources provides an opportunity to perfo
high-resolution measurements in GID by analogy with hig
resolution diffractometry and reciprocal space mapping
the conventional Bragg case.15–27This suggests a new qual
tative level of data on structure and defects in thin surf
layers accessible with GID.

Up to now, the experimental techniques of GID me
surements have been mainly confined to two double-cry
schemes. In both of them the incident beam is collimated
the incidence angle in order to provide penetration depth
the x-rays into the sample as required. The difference is
in one scheme@Fig. 1~a!# the incident beam is not collimate
in the Bragg plane and the diffracted waves are analy
depending on their takeoff angle to the surface,2,5,10,28–31

while in the other one@Fig. 1~b!# the incident beam is colli-
mated in the Bragg plane and the dependence of diffra
beam intensity on deviation of the sample from the Bra
position1,3,4,11,12is studied. In both cases, diffracted intens
is registered integrally with diffuse scattering caused
structural defects and interface roughness. As a result,
interpretation of diffraction data on crystal lattice strains
impeded and information on structural defects contained
the diffuse scattering is lost.

In conventional high-resolution diffractometry, the sep
ration of coherent and diffuse scattering is implemented w
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the help of an analyzer crystal.15,16 The sample is set at dif
ferent deviations from the Bragg condition for the incide
x-ray beam and the analyzer scans the angular spectru
diffracted x-rays in the plane of diffraction.15–27Such scans
provide a two-dimensional~2D! mapping of reciprocal spac
in the plane of diffraction. The information is integrate
along the direction perpendicular to this plane, but it is n
very important because there are no physical reasons for
siderable out-of-plane changes in x-ray scattering in the c
ventional geometries of diffraction. However, it has recen
been suggested that in conventional Bragg diffraction thr
dimensional~3D! mapping of reciprocal space could provid
additional information on defects in crystals.32,33

In grazing-incidence diffraction, the problem of dis
criminating between coherent and diffuse x-ray scattering
qualitatively different because the plane of diffraction ru
parallel or nearly parallel to the crystal surface and the
tensity of x-ray scattering strongly depends on deviations
the scattered waves from this plane~Fig. 1!. For example,
x-rays leaving the crystal at different takeoff angles w
respect to the surface carry structural information from d
ferent depths of the sample. Thus, in GID an analysis
scattered radiation over the takeoff angle@Fig. 1~c!# may turn
out to be more informative than that in the plane of diffra
tion @Fig. 1~d!#. However, maximum information on struc
ture and defects of surface layers can be obtained in G
only with the 2D angular analysis of scattered x-rays at d
ferent deviations of incident x-rays from the Bragg conditi
@Fig. 1~e!#. The last scheme corresponds to a 3D mapping
reciprocal space.34

The peculiarities of high-resolution measurements
GID schemes shown in Fig. 1~c! and 1~d! were studied by
Afanas’evet al.35–37 The theory and the experiments, how
ever, were restricted to the range of so-called Bragg-L
grazing-incidence diffraction, where incident and diffract
beams as well as the reciprocal lattice vector make angle
several degrees with respect to the surface and specula
flection effects are negligible. The positions of the coher

t.,
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peaks on the high-resolution Bragg-Laue diffraction curv
were calculated and measured for perfect and boron
planted Si crystals. It was found that in the case of a later
nondeformed crystal, the measurements in schemes~c! and
~d! of Fig. 1 are equivalent in the discrimination of cohere
diffraction. However, as shown in Section II of this articl
this equivalency does not hold when the lateral lattice sp
ing in the sample is not constant over the sample volu
~relaxed multilayers, etc.!. Besides, as explained abov
schemes~c! and ~d! in Fig. 1 cannot be equivalent in th
mapping of diffuse scattering because they provide map
essentially different planes.

A GID study of lattice relaxation in GaInAs/GaAs su
perlattices was carried out in Refs. 13 and 14 with the ap
cation of the experimental scheme corresponding to F
1~c!. However, the experimental setup was not optimiz
the use of different Bragg reflections for the collimator a
sample resulted in a strong dispersion effect and a dra
deterioration of the resolution function. This reduced t
measurements to the low-resolution case~a! rather than the
high-resolution case~c! in Fig. 1.

An analysis of Huang diffuse scattering in GID fro
defects in ion-implanted Si crystals was undertaken in R
9 and 38 on the basis of an experimental scheme simila
~d! and ~e! in Fig. 1. As was evident from the curves pr
sented, the resolution of the experiments was rather p
The schemes were dispersive and the collimation of the

FIG. 1. Different experimental schemes of grazing-incidence x-ray diffr
tion: ~a!, ~b! no separation of coherent and diffuse scattering;~c!, ~d! partial
separation;~e! complete separation. Coherent waves are shown by th
arrows and diffuse scattering by thin arrows. The collimator, sample
analyzer crystals are denoted by the letters C, S and A respectively. PS
the position sensitive detector.
176 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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cident beam in the diffraction plane was determined by s
behind the monochromator. The analyzer crystal in Fig. 1~e!
was also replaced with slits. Therefore, essential details
the scattering were not accessible.

As evidenced above, there is a need for a methodolog
study on the resolution function~the position and the width
of coherent peaks! of high-resolution measurements in di
ferent experimental schemes of GID. In Section II a theor
cal analysis is given on the formation of high-resolution G
patterns in the schemes corresponding to~c! and~e! in Fig. 1.
In Section III the high-resolution measurements in schem
~c! and ~e! of GID are described. The measurements w
carried out for a perfect Ge crystal and a GaAs/AlAs sup
lattice. In Section IV the experimental data are compared
theory and possible ways to optimize the resolution funct
for the discrimination of diffuse scattering in GID are di
cussed.

II. THEORY

In order to describe the formation of high-resolutio
GID patterns, one has to find deviations of the x-rays fro
their exact Bragg conditions when they are successively
fracted by three crystals~Fig. 2!. Let us assume that th
crystals in Fig. 2 are initially aligned in such a way that t
reciprocal vectorsh1 , h2 and h3 are parallel to each othe
and lie in the plane of the figure. The incident wave vec
k01 is also aligned in this plane. We assume that there
symmetrical Bragg-case diffraction at crystals 1 and 3 a
GID at crystal 2. Then, the surfaces of crystals 1 and 3
perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 2, while the surface
crystal 2 is nearly parallel to it. The latter makes a sm
angleF0 with the wave vectorkh15k02, which belongs to
the plane of the figure. Due to the non-coplanar grazi
incidence reflection from crystal 2, vectorskh25k03 and
kh3 generally deviate by a small angle from the plane of
figure.

Now, let us assume that the incident vectork01 is turned
away from the exact Bragg position by a small angledu and
vectorsh2 andh3 are turned away from their initial paralle
position by the small anglesdu2 and du3 respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2. Then, one can find

-

k
d
is

FIG. 2. The derivation of coherent peaks positions in high-resolution G
experiment. The collimator, sample and analyzer crystals are denoted b
letters C, S and A and the vectors related to them are marked as 1, 2 a
respectively. The reciprocal lattice vectorsh1 , h2 , h3 and wave vectors
k01 , kh15k02 lie in the plane of the figure, while wave vectorskh25k03 ,
kh3 and the sample surface are slightly deflected from this plane.
Kondrashkina et al.
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~k01

B 1Dk01h1!
22k0

2

k0
2

'2
2~Dk0•h1!

k0
2

'22 sin~2uB!du, ~1!

a25
~kh11h21Dh2!

22k0
2

k0
2 '22 sin~2uB!~du1du2!,

~2!

a35
~kh21h31Dh3!

22k0
2

k0
2

5
~kh2i1h3i1Dh3!

21~kh2z1h3z!
22k0

2

k0
2

'~Fh1c2!
22F0

222 sin~2uB!~du22du3!. ~3!

Here a i are the standard parameters of the deviations
x-rays from the Bragg condition at the three crystals,Fh is
the takeoff angle ofkh2 with respect to the sample surfac
c25h2z /k052w2 sinuB andw2 is the miscut angle of the
sample. The vectors in~3! are expanded over the comp
nents normal (z) and parallel (i) to the surface of crystal 2

Now, let us consider a sample with a constant late
lattice spacing or a multilayer consisting of a stack of cr
talline layers with laterally matched lattice spacing~the lat-
tice spacing along the surface normal can vary arbitrari!.
Then, the following relation holds:2,39,40,41

Fh
25~F01c2!

22a2 . ~4!

Substituting~4! into ~1!–~3! and proceeding fromdu to
the angledu85du1du2, which determines the deviation o
the incident x-ray beam from the Bragg condition for t
sample, we find

a15~F01c2!
22Fh

22a~du2!, ~5!

a25~F01c2!
22Fh

2, ~6!

a35~Fh1c2!
22F0

22a~du38!, ~7!

wheredu385du32du2 is the angular offset between the an
lyzer and the sample, anda(du)522 sin(2uB)du.

Eqs. ~4! and ~5!–~7! can be used for the analysis o
grazing-incidence diffraction curves in the schemes show
Figs. 1~a!, 1~c!, and 1~e!.

In Fig. 1~a! the beam incident onto the sample is un
formly spread overdu. Therefore, the diffracted x-rays tak
ing off from the sample atFh(du) are characterized by
relative intensity proportional to the respective reflection
efficient PGID(du), and the reflection curve of the samp
can be recorded as a function of the angleFh . As follows
from ~4!, the variations of the takeoff angl
dFh5 sin(2uB)du/Fh.(1022103)du are several orders o
magnitude greater than that of the in-plane angledu. There-
fore, no analyzer crystal is necessary and one can record
curves over the takeoff angle using a slit in front of t
scintillation detector or the position sensitive detector~PSD!.
The data set taken by PSD will be

P1
PSD~Fh!.PGID~a2!. ~8!
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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This way of recording GID curves was first proposed in R
2 and used in Refs. 5, 10, and 28–31.

In the case of Fig. 1~c!, the angular distribution of the
beam arriving at the sample is no longer uniform and
PSD records a product of two reflection coefficients:

P2
PSD~Fh!.P~a1!PGID~a2!, ~9!

where P(a1) is the Bragg-reflection rocking curve of th
collimator crystal~the Darwin curve!.

Finally, in the case of Fig. 1~e! the PSD spectrum is
determined by a product of the three reflection coefficien

P3
PSD~Fh!.P~a1!PGID~a2!P~a3!. ~10!

As follows from ~5!–~7!, the PSD spectrum in the cas
of Fig. 1~e! can consist of a collimator, a sample and an
lyzer peaks. The positions of the collimator and analy
peaks given bya150 anda350 respectively, read

Fh
clm5A~F01c2!

22a~du2!, ~11!

Fh
anl52c26AF0

21a~du38!. ~12!

Eqs.~11! and ~12! show that the collimator and analyze
peaks may be missing in the spectra at greatdu2,0 and
du38.0 respectively. On the other hand, atc2,0 ~when the
reciprocal vector of GID points towards outside the samp!
there might be two analyzer peaks.

The sample peak is neara250, i.e.Fh
B5uF01c2u, but

at F0.Fc or Fh
B.Fc , whereFc is the critical angle of

specular reflection, the position of the peak can be shif
from Fh

B due to refraction effects. The shift can be up
6Fc and in most cases the sample peak appears nearFc , if
Fh

B&Fc . For example, atc250 andF0&Fc the peak po-
sition (0.720.8)Fc is given by the total reflection threshol
for one of the roots of the dispersion equation of GID.2 In
general, the sample rocking curvePGID(du) and the position
of the sample peak can be calculated numerically with
matrix method.31,39–42 For a periodic multilayer, there ar
many sample peaks atFh coinciding with different-order
Bragg angles for the multilayer.

Eqs. ~1!–~3! allow one to calculate the positions of th
collimator peak and the sample peak at three-crystal spe
in the case of Fig. 1~d!. For the sample peak, the conditio
a25a350 yieldsdu35du2 , and the position of the collima
tor peak given bya15a350 is

du352
c2~F01Fh1c2!

sin~2uB!
, ~13!

whereFh5@(F01c2)
22a(du2)#

1/2. In Bragg-Laue geom-
etry (c2,0, uc2u.F0 , uc2u.Fh) formula ~13! is reduced
to du385uc2u(Fh2Fh

B)/sin(2uB) found in Ref. 35.
In the case of lateral lattice spacing variations in t

sample the structure of high-resolution GID pattern becom
more complicated.43 Consider, e.g., a sample with a relaxe
epilayer. The relaxation usually results in a difference
lattice parametersDa/a;102321021. That corresponds to
a difference in the Bragg angles exceeding by far the wi
of the Bragg peaks. Hence, the diffraction from the substr
177Kondrashkina et al.
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and the layer can be treated independently and, in additio
~5!–~7! for the substrate, we have the following relations f
the mismatched layer:

a15~F01c2!
22Fh

22a~du2!2a~Da/a!, ~14!

a25~F01c2!
22Fh

2, ~15!

a35~Fh1c2!
22F0

22a~du38!2a~Da/a!. ~16!

Here isa(Da/a)524 sin2(uB)Da/a. We see that in the cas
of lattice mismatch, the peak from the layer remains at
same position in the PSD spectra as that from the subs
@see Eqs.~6! and~15!#. Thus, measurements ofDa/a are not
possible in the scheme of Fig. 1~a!. However, both the col-
limator and the analyzer peaks split due to the lattice m
match and new peaks are shifted by.Aa(Da/a) from their
original positions. AtDa/a.1024 the shift is.1022. Thus,
one can measure the crystal lattice relaxation with high p
cision by analyzing the PSD spectra in schemes~c! and~e! in
Fig. 1.

In some experiments vectorh3 might be misaligned from
the plane of Fig. 2 because the precise alignment of the
lyzer crystal is impeded by the double-plane collimation
the incident x-ray beam and the non-coplanar reflection fr
the sample. In the case of misalignment of the analyzer b
anglew3 , Eqs.~3! and ~12! are generalized as

a3
mis5~Fh2c3!

22F0
22a~du38!2~c3

22c2
2!/2, ~17!

Fh
anl5c36AF0

21a~du38!1~c3
22c2

2!/2, ~18!

wherec35h3z /k052(w32w2)sinuB .

III. EXPERIMENT

High-resolution measurements of GID have been p
formed at the D4 beamline of HASYLAB, DESY. The ex
perimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The measurements w
carried out with and without an analyzer crystal~the schemes
corresponded to Fig. 1~e! and 1~c!, respectively!. The mono-
chromator, sample and analyzer were set in a non-disper
parallel ~n,-n,n! arrangement and the GID curves were
corded by a PSD.

A single-bounce Ge monochromator adjusted for~220!
Bragg reflection selected synchrotron radiation with a wa
length of 1.55 Å~the higher harmonics of radiation wer

FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of a high-resolution GID experiment carried
on the D4 beamline at HASYLAB. In the first stage of measurements
analyzer crystal was removed and PSD spectra were measured ove
takeoff angleFh at different deviationsdu2 of the sample from the Bragg
angle. In the second stage of the experiment the PSD spectra were tak
different du2 and different deviationsdu3 of the analyzer.
178 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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suppressed by a mirror installed at the entrance of the be
line!. Due to the absence of dispersion, the horizontal div
gence of the beam incident onto the sample after reflec
from the monochromator was defined by the width of t
monochromator Darwin curve, which corresponded
0.002°. The front of the beam in the horizontal direction w
formed by the vertical 1 mm slit placed behind the mon
chromator. The beam divergence in vertical plane was ab
0.004°, as defined by the initial vertical size of the synch
tron beam of 1.3 mm and the horizontal slit of 0.05 m
located behind the monochromator at a distance of abou
m from the bending magnet. Thus, the beam incident o
the sample was collimated in both the vertical and the h
zontal planes, i.e. in the plane of beam incidence and in
diffraction plane.

Two different samples were chosen: a perfect Ge~001!
crystal and an AlAs/GaAs~001! superlattice. The surfaces o
both samples had a small miscutw2 of about 0.30° and
0.38° respectively. The superlattice consisted of 20 peri
of 154 Å AlAs and 73 Å GaAs grown on a GaAs substra
by means of molecular beam epitaxy. The superlattice
been studied by x-ray reflectivity techniques in the labo
tory and diffuse scattering from interfacial roughness w
revealed. The parameters of the roughness obtained f
these measurements were rms heights5(460.5) Å, lateral
correlation lengthj53000 Å, and vertical correlation lengt
jz>4000 Å, which corresponded to a practically conform
roughness over all the interfaces. The effect of this roughn
was expected to be revealed by high-resolution GID m
surements.

The samples were adjusted for~220! GID in such a way
that the x-ray beam formed a small angle with the sam
surface close to the critical angle of total external reflecti
Fc50.31°. At the same time the incident beam formed
Bragg angle with the atomic planes~110!, which were per-
pendicular to the sample surface within the accuracy of m
cut. The sample surface area illuminated by the x-ray be
at that incidence angle was about 10 mm in length.

The angular distribution of GID intensity reflected fro
the sample was analyzed either with a PSD@corresponding to
the case shown in Fig. 1~c!# or with the Ge~220! analyzer
crystal and PSD@corresponding to the scheme in Fig. 1~e!#.
In the first case, the intensity distribution in the PSD~i.e. as
a function of the takeoff angleFh of the diffracted beam!
was measured at a constant angleF0 of incidence and dif-
ferent deviation anglesdu2 of the sample from the exac
~220! diffraction position. Using the analyzer crystal, the d
tribution of GID intensity was additionally analyzed in th
diffraction plane by the deviationsdu3 of the analyzer from
the exact Bragg position.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Triple crystal measurements

Fig. 4 presents the set of PSD spectra measured from
Ge sample. The scheme of measurements correspond
case~c! in Fig. 1. As in this case the PSD substitutes for
analyzer crystal; this scheme, by convention, can be refe
to as a ‘‘triple’’ crystal one. The angle of incidence isF0

t
e
the

n at
Kondrashkina et al.
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50.3° for all the curves, and the takeoff angleFh is counted
in the spectra from the direction along the sample surf
with a step of 0.0078° corresponding to one channel of
PSD. The spectra in the figure are taken at different sam
deviations from the exact GID position with a step
du2510.89.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the spacing between the c
mator and the sample peaks increases by increasing
sample deviationdu2 in the diffraction plane. The position
of the collimator peak calculated according to Eq.~11! and
indicated in Fig. 4 are in good agreement with experim
tally measured ones. At negativedu2 , the collimator peak is
absent in the curves, since the expression under the radic
Eq. ~11! becomes negative because of the negative a
w2520.30° of sample surface misorientation. The posit
of the sample peak remains fixed in all the curves in Fig

The theoretical spectra simulated according to Eq.~9! as
a product of the GID curve from the sample and the Bra
curve from the collimator are shown in Fig. 4 by thin line
~the experimentally determined background has been ad
to all the theoretical curves!. The approximation of the col
limator diffraction curve by a Lorentzian functio
1/(x211) puts the theoretical and the experimental spe

FIG. 4. Triple crystal curves@Fig. 1~c!# of GID obtained for a perfect Ge
crystal. Experimental data and our calculations are shown by thick and
lines respectively. The dashed line and the triangles show the position
the sample and the collimator peaks respectively. The values of sa
deviation from the exact GID position are given above the right wing
each curve.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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into better agreement than the use of a Darwin curve,
though the latter produced sharper peaks.

The triple crystal curves for an AlAs/GaAs superlatti
measured under the same experimental conditions as fo
Ge sample are shown in Fig. 5. A number of superlatt
peaks in fixed angular positions given by the Bragg l
Fh5nl/2(tAlAs1tGaAs) are observed in the curves. The fir
maximum is shifted towards the right due to the refracti
effect at the small takeoff angle. In contrast, the collima
peak flows with increasing angular deviation,du2 , from the

in
of
le
f

FIG. 5. Triple crystal curves@Fig. 1~c!# of GID obtained for an AlAs/GaAs
superlattice. Experimental data and our calculations are shown by thick
thin lines respectively. The dashed lines and the triangles show the posi
of the sample and the collimator peaks respectively. The values of sa
deviation,du2 , from the exact GID position are given above the right win
of each curve.
179Kondrashkina et al.
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exact diffraction condition. The positions of the collimat
peak and the theoretical curves calculated in the same wa
for the Ge sample display satisfactory agreement with
experimental data.

The collimator peaks on the angular spectra~Fig. 5!
taken from the AlAs/GaAs superlattice do not exhibit a
splitting. According to Eq.~14!, it means that the superlattic
is not relaxed. This fact was confirmed by convention
Bragg diffraction measurements from this sample.

Very valuable information that could be derived from
comparison of experimental to calculated data concerns
capability of separating coherent and diffuse scattering
GID. As explained above, the theoretical curves are ca
lated accounting for the coherent reflection from collima
and sample only. The satisfactory agreement of these cu
with the experimental ones makes it evident that all the m
sured features around the collimator peak~the sample peak
in Fig. 4 and the superlattice peaks in Fig. 5! correspond to
the convolution of the sample diffraction curve with th
wings of the collimator curve. Diffuse scattering is eviden
weaker and is covered by coherent reflection. Conseque
the scheme, as it is, cannot be used to measure coheren
diffuse scattering separately.

B. Four crystal measurements

The GID measurements with the analyzer crystal a
PSD were carried out at HASYLAB using the same expe
mental setup and the same superlattice as described a
~Fig. 3!. In this case the scheme of measurements can
referred to as a ‘‘four’’ crystal one. The measured curves
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The two sets of curves in th
figures correspond to two different offsets of the sam
from the exact Bragg position:du25129 anddu25309 for
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The former offset correspo
to the maximum of the sample reflection coefficient. T
PSD spectra in each figure are taken at different deviat
du3 of the analyzer crystal from the Bragg position. T
other parameters are the same as for the measurements
out the analyzer.

Some peculiarities of four crystal curves can be poin
out. As the collimator is a single reflection crystal, its d
fraction curve wings slope down as 1/x2 and therefore the
superlattice peaks from the sample can be observed in
curves. The positions of these peaks are fixed.

There is a pronounced collimator peak in all the curv
and its position can be calculated according to Eq.~11!. The
results of the calculations are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. T
position of the collimator peak is fixed for all curves at ea
figure, since the collimator-sample offset is constant.

Now, let us follow the analyzer peak positions. It can
seen from the modification of the most intense part of
central curves in Fig. 6 that at least one of two possi
analyzer peaks shifts from left to the right. However, calc
lations with formula~12! and simulations of the theoretica
curves with Eq.~10! did not agree well with the experimenta
data. Then, it was suggested that the analyzer crystal m
be slightly misaligned from the vertical plane because of
inaccurate adjustment with respect to the double-plane c
mated x-ray beam. By varying the angle of misalignme
180 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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w3 , the best fit for the positions of the analyzer peaks@cal-
culated by formula~18!# and for the whole triple crysta
curves was found atw3520.8°. It should be noted tha
when the angle of analyzer deviation becomes large eno
the expression under the radical in equation Eq.~18! be-

FIG. 6. Four crystal curves@Fig. 1~d!# of GID obtained for an AlAs/GaAs
superlattice. The angle of sample deviation from the exact GID positio
constant,du25129. Experimental data and our calculations are shown
thick and thin lines respectively. The dashed lines and the triangles show
positions of the sample and the analyzer peaks respectively. The fixed
sitions of the collimator peaks are marked by a thick arrow. The value
analyzer deviation,du3 , from the exact Bragg position are given above t
right wing of each curve.
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comes negative and the analyzer peaks are absent in
curves.

A good match of the calculations for the experiment,
was seen previously implies that diffuse scattering is
seen. Only at measurements on far wings of the sam
curve, e.g., atdu25309 in Fig. 7, may diffuse scattering pla
a role and this can be seen as a difference between theo
cal and experimental curves. In general, accurate discrim
tion of coherent reflection from diffuse scattering requir
collimator and analyzer diffraction curves without wings.

C. Triple crystal measurements with improved
resolution

It is known that the wings of the diffraction curve can b
suppressed by multiple diffraction, e.g., in a channel-
crystal. The triple-crystal GID measurements Fig. 1~c! with
application of a five-reflection channel-cut collimator a
PSD were implemented on the optics beamline BL10 of
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility~ESRF!. The de-
tails of the experiment are described elsewhere.44

For a five-reflection collimator Eq.~9! transforms to

P2
PSD~Fh!.P5~a1!PGID@a11a~du2!#, ~19!

where the factorP5(a1) exhibits the Bragg peak ata1'0
with the angular halfwidthDucol of a few angular seconds
while the wings of the peak drastically decrea
;1/(u/Ducol)

10 with the in-plane deviationsu of the x-rays.
Thus, in this case the sample is practically illuminated
du26Ducol/2, and according to Eq.~4! the takeoff angles of
the diffracted x-rays are restricted by the narrow ran
Fh(du2)6Ducol sin(2uB)/2Fh(du2). The diffracted inten-
sity at the other takeoff angles, if it exists, should be diffu

FIG. 7. Four crystal curves of GID obtained for an AlAs/GaAs superlatti
The angle of sample deviation from the exact GID position is const
du25309. Experimental data and our calculations are shown by thick
thin lines respectively. The dashed lines and the triangles show the pos
of the sample and the analyzer peaks respectively. The fixed positions o
collimator peaks are marked by a thick arrow. The values of analyzer
viation, du3 , from the exact Bragg position are given above the right w
of each curve.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 1, 1 January 1997
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scattering. Thus, the increase in the in-plane resolution of
GID scheme improves resolution in the perpendicular dir
tion ~over the takeoff angles!.

The experimental data for a AlAs/GaAs superlattice~the
same sample that was discussed above!, taken atl51.4 Å,
F050.3° and different deviations of the sample from t
exact diffraction position are presented in Fig. 8. Two kin
of theoretical curves are compared with the experimen
data~the experimental background is added to all theoret
curves!. The theoretical curves are shown by dashed lin

.
t,
d
ns
he
e-

FIG. 8. Triple crystal curves of GID measured for an AlAs/GaAs super
tice at ESRF using a five-reflection channel-cut collimator. Experime
data are shown by thick solid lines. Calculated curves of coherent reflec
and that with taking diffuse scattering from the interface roughness
account are plotted by dashed and thin solid lines, respectively. The va
of sample deviation from the exact GID position,du2 , are given above the
right wing of each curve.
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calculated according to Eq.~19! as a product of coheren
reflection from the collimator, approximated by the functi
1/(x211)5 ~owing to the five reflections;x52u/Ducol), and
the coherent part of GID from the sample. These curves
not coincide with the experimental ones and the differe
~the wings of experimental curves around the collima
peak! can be attributed to diffuse scattering.

The thin solid curves are calculated by taking the diffu
scattering~DS! from the interfacial roughness in the AlAs
GaAs superlattice into account:

P2
PSD~Fh!.PGID~du2!d@Fh2Fh~du2!#

1IDS~Fh ,du2!, ~20!

where the expression for the DS intensity is44

IDS5
k0
3 sin~2uB!Ducol
16p2F0Fh

3 (
k,n51

N

(
i , j51

4

(
l ,m51

2

CkilD ki
inDkl

out~CnjmD n j
inDnm

out!*

3E
2`

`

dx@eQkilQn jm* K kn~x!21#eqxx. ~21!

The summations in Eq.~21! are overN541 interfaces in the
20 period multilayer, over four wavefield
D ki

in5D0ki
in Dxh

k1Dhki
in Dx0

k formed in each layer at the GID
of incident wave, and over two wavefieldsDkl

out formed at the
specular reflection of scattered wave, respectively. The
rametersDx0 , Dxh are the jumps in x-ray polarizabilities a
the interfaces,Ckil5 exp(iQkilzk2sk

2Qkil
2 /2)/Qkil , zk are the

coordinates of the interfaces,Qkil are theqz-momentum
transfers for different wavefields in the layers, andqx is the
momentum transfer along the surface in the direction perp
dicular to kh2

B ~see Fig. 2!, which is the same for all the
layers. Finally,K kn(x) is the correlation function of rough
ness. We use the correlation function in the form by Mi
et al.:45 K kn(x)5sksn exp(2x2/j2)exp(2uzk2znu/jz). The
parameterss, j, andjz are those measured by x-ray refle
tivity and were given earlier. Eq.~21! gives diffuse scattering
for scheme~c! in Fig. 1 where the scattered waves are in
grated by PSD over their in-plane angular spread. For m
details the reader is referred to Ref. 44.

When considering the roughness, the calculated cu
in Fig. 8 are in satisfactory agreement with the experimen
data. Although the superlattice peaks are observed in b
Figs. 5 and 8, the peaks in the latter are not due to cohe
diffraction but to diffuse scattering from interface-interfa
correlated roughness in the periodic multilayer. Thus, in
GID experiment application of the channel-cut collimatorin
the plane of diffractionimproves the resolution function no
only in this plane, butin the perpendicular planeas well and
enables one to identify diffuse scattering.

However, the diffuse scattering measured is integra
with respect to the angular spread in the plane of diffracti
A detailed 3D mapping of GID will obviously require th
four crystal scheme of Fig. 1~e! with the channel-cut colli-
mator and the analyzer crystals. Further experiments ar
progress.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The peculiarities of high-resolution measurements
GID and their applicability to discrimination between cohe
ent reflection and diffuse scattering were considered b
theoretically and experimentally. It was shown that the m
information on structure and defects in the surface layers
crystals could be obtained with a two-dimensional angu
analysis of scattered intensity using an analyzer crystal in
plane of diffraction and a PSD in the perpendicular pla
Such measurements correspond to the 3D mapping of re
rocal space.

Requirements of multiple crystal schemes were de
mined with respect to high-resolution GID measurements
was shown that the application of non-dispersive crystal
ting and the use of the channel-cut collimator and analy
crystals were apt to improve the resolution function of G
experiments not only in the plane of diffraction but also
the perpendicular plane~over the takeoff angles!.

Equations for the resolution function of GID exper
ments were derived and the positions of the sample, collim
tor and analyzer peaks were calculated and confirmed
experiment. The important influence of vertical misalig
ment of the analyzer was found experimentally and tak
into account in the calculations.

Diffuse scattering from interfacial roughness in th
AlAs/GaAs superlattice was discriminated experimenta
from coherent GID using a non-dispersive five-reflection c
limator and a PSD.
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